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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn a previous paper 1 one of us found necessary and sufficient
conditions for pointwise convergence of various Fourier expansions in the
class of piecewise smooth functions on Euclidean space. In this paper we
extend the result to Hermite polynomial expansions.
The Hermite polynomials are the eigenfunctions of
1 Y Xf y xf q lf s 0, y` - x - `2
 .  .and labeled f x s H x with l s m. They are orthogonal with respectm
to the Gaussian measure,
` 0, m / k ;2yxH x H x e dx s .  .H m k m ’p 2 m!, m s k ,y`
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w xwhere we follow the normalizations of Szego 2, p. 105 . The multi-dimen-È
sional Hermite polynomials are obtained as tensor products,
H x s H x . . . H x , .  .  .l l 1 l n1 n
 .  . nwhere the multi-index l s l , . . . , l and x s x , . . . , x g R . These are1 n 1 n
 .the eigenfunctions of the Ornstein]Uhlenbeck operator defined below
which is rotation-invariant, but not translation-invariant. Following the
w xresults in 1 , we may only expect a general result on pointwise conver-
gence at the origin, x s 0.
 .The Fourier]Hermite series coefficients of an integrable function f x ,
x g Rn is defined by
f x ; a H x , a [ C f x H x ey< x <
2
dx, .  .  .  . Hl l l l l
nRl
where Cy1 [ p n r2 l ! . . . l ! 2 l1q? ? ?qln. We recall the following definitionl 1 n
w xfrom 1 :
 . nDEFINITION. An integrable function f x , x g R is piecewise smooth
n  .with respect to x g R if there exists a partition 0 s a - a x - ??? -0 1
 .a x so that the mean valueK
r ª f r [ f x q rv dv .  .Hx
ny1S
`  .is of class C on each interval a , a , with right and left limits at theiy1 i
 .endpoints, and ' 0 for r G a x . If this function is continuous, then weK
 .define the smoothness index j f ; x as the largest integer j G 0 with the
property that the mean value function also possesses a continuous deriva-
 .tive of order j across all of these endpoints. Otherwise we set j f ; x s y1.
The spherical partial sum of the Fourier]Hermite series of f is defined
as
f x s a H x . .  .M l l
l q ??? ql FM1 n
THEOREM. Suppose that f is piecewise smooth with respect to x s 0.
 .The spherical partial sum f 0 con¨erges when M ª ` if and only if theM
 . w . xsmoothness index satisfies j f ; 0 G n y 3 r2 .
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 .  < <.  .If in addition f is a radial function, f x s F x , then f x con¨erges forM
all x / 0 with no further assumptions.
2. SPHERICAL REPRESENTATION OF HERMITE
POLYNOMIALS
The proof will be accomplished by a suitable representation of the
Hermite polynomials in spherical coordinates. The n-dimensional eigen-
value problem defining the Hermite polynomials is written in terms of the
Ornstein]Uhlenbeck operator
1
0 s DF y x ? =F q lF
2
1 ­ 2 F n y 1 ­ F D ny 1F ­ F . Ss q q y r q lF .2 22 2 r ­ r ­ r­ r 2 r
In this form it is clear that the eigenfunctions can equivalently be obtained
as products with spherical harmonics in the form
F r , u s h r Y u , .  .  .q
where Y is a spherical harmonic, of degree q, solution ofq
D ny 1Y q q q q n y 2 Y s 0 .S q q
 .and the spherical Hermite polynomial h r is a solution of the one-dimen-
sional eigenvalue problem
1 n y 1 q q q n y 2 .  .
Y X Xh r q h r y h r y rh r q lh r s 0. .  .  .  .  .22 2 r 2 r
For q s 0 this equation has a polynomial solution which will be deter-
mined below. For q G 1 any solution which is regular at r s 0 must vanish
at r s 0 since the larger root of the corresponding indicial equation is
positive. Therefore when we set r s 0 in the spherical partial sum, all
terms are zero except for the term with q s 0, which is a radial function.
 .In particular, the spherical partial sum f 0 only depends on the spheri-M
 .cal mean value f r and on no other details of f.0
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3. REPRESENTATION BY LAGUERRE POLYNOMIALS
The n-dimensional spherical Hermite polynomials with q s 0 can be
written in terms of Laguerre polynomials as
n y 2
a 2h r s L r , k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , a s , l s k . .  .k k 2
w xThe appropriate orthogonality relation is 2, p. 100, Eq. 5.1.1
` k q a2 1ny1 yr2 h r h r r e dr s a ! d , .  .H k k k , k1 2 1 2 /k0 1
with
k q ah 0 s . .k  /k
The Fourier]Hermite series of a radial function is written
`
f r ; a h r , .  . k k
ks0
where
2H`f r h r r ny1eyr
2
dr .  .0 k
a s .k k q a
a !  /k
The differential equation for h is writtenk
X2 2Xny1 yr ny1 yrr h r e q 2kr h r e s 0. .  . .k k
 .If we multiply by f r and integrate over each interval of smoothness,
there results
ai 2ny1 yr2k r h r e f r dr .  .H k
aiy1
aia2 2iX X Xny1 yr ny1 yrs yr h r e f r q r h r e f r dr . .  .  .  .a Hk kiy1
aiy1
 .  .  .Let d f a s f a q 0 y f a y 0 . When we sum for 1 F i F K thei i i
endpoint terms contribute the sum of the jumps,
K
2Xny1 yaia h a d f a e .  . i k i i
is1
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and we have the identity
a 2ny1 yr2k r h r e f r dr .  .H k
0
K a2 2X X Xny1 ya ny1 yris a h a d f a e q r h r e f r dr , .  .  .  . Hi k i i k
0is1
where the new integral is exactly of the same form as the original integral
with f , h replaced by f X, hX . Again we integrate by parts to obtaink k
a 2X Xny1 yrr h r e f r dr .  .H k
0
K a d2 2X Xny1 ya ny1 yris y a h a d f a e y h r r e f r dr .  .  .  . Hi k i i k dr0is1
K a2 2Xny1 ya ny1 yris y a h a d f a e q h r Mf r r e dr , .  .  .  .  . Hi k i i k
0is1
where
d n y 1 .2 2 X Y X Xr 1yn ny1 yrMf r s ye r r e f r s yf y f q 2 rf , .  .  .
dr r
and resulting in the identity
a 2ny1 yr2k r h r e f r dr .  .H k
0
K
2 X Xny1 yais a e h a d f a y h a d f a .  .  .  . i k i i k i i
is1
a 2ny1 yrq r h r Mf r e dr . .  .  .H k
0
Iterating this N times results in the following
 .LEMMA 1. For any piecewise smooth function f r , 0 F r F a, and for
any N s 1, 2, . . . we ha¨e the identity
a 2ny1 yrr h r e f r dr .  .H k
0
mN K1 2ny1 yais a e  i /2kms1 is1
=
XX my1 my1h a d M f a y h a d M f a .  .  .  . .  . .k i i k i i
N
a1 2N ny1 yrq h r M f r r e dr . .  . .H k /2k 0
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This will allow us to obtain an asymptotic formula for the Fourier
 .coefficient in terms of the differentiability index of f. Let j s j f be the
 .largest integer G y1 so that r ª f r , 0 - r - ` has j continuous deriva-
 . X .  j. .tives. Then d f a s 0, d f a s 0, . . . , d f a s 0 for all i F K buti i i
 jq1. .d f a / 0 for some i.i
COROLLARY 2. If f has differentiability index j, then there are coefficients
R , u with R ) 0 for some i so that we ha¨e the asymptotic formulai i i
a 2ny1 yrr h r e f r dr .  .H k
0
ny7.r4yjr2 y1r2’s k R cos 2 a k y u q O k , k ª `. . . i i i /
1FiFK
Proof. This follows from the asymptotic formula for the Hermite poly-
w xnomials and their derivatives given in 2, p. 237 :
a a r2y1r4 y1r2’h r s L x s K x k cos 2 kx q g q O k .  .  .  . .k k
d
X ah r s L x 4 .  .k k’d x .
ar2q1r4 y1r2’s 2 K x k ysin 2 kx q g q O k , .  . .
where
x s r 2 , K x s py1r2e x r2 xya r2y1r4 , g s y a q 1r2 pr2 . .  .  .
For the values j s y1, 0 we apply Lemma 1 with the value N s 1 to
obtain the required result, where the R are expressed in terms of thej
 X.  .jumps of f resp. f in case j s y1 resp j s 0 . For higher values of j
w . x Nwe apply Lemma 1 with N s j q 3 r2 , noting that the factor 1rk
provides the required exponent.
We now prove a lemma which we could not find explicitly in the
literature.
LEMMA 2. Let a / 0; then the series
’i a k` e
 bkks1
con¨erges if and only if b ) 1r2.
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Proof. We use summation by parts separately on the real and imagi-
nary parts. Without loss of generality we set a s 1 in the following proof
for the real part. Write
n n’cos k 1
s M y M , .  k ky1b by1r2k kksm ksm
n y1r2 ’where M [  k cos k . To prove that M is bounded, we applyn ks1 n ’ .Taylor's theorem with remainder to the function f x [ 2 sin x .
X 1 Y 1 Zf k y 1 y f k s yf k q f k y f j .  .  .  .  .2 6
for some j . By explicit computation,
’ ’ ’cos x cos x sin x
X Yf x s , f x s y y .  . 3r2’ 2 x2 xx
’ ’ ’3 sin x 3 cos x cos x
Zf x s q y . . 2 5r2 3r24 4x x 4 x
The series
` ` `’ ’1 cos k 1 sin k
Yf k s y y .  3r22 2 kkks1 ks1 ks1
wis convergent, for example, by Zygmund's theorem 3, Theorem 5.2,
xp. 200 . In particular the partial sums are bounded. The series
` < Z  . < max f x is absolutely convergent, by inspection. There-ks1 ky1F x F k4
fore we can write
n
’2 sin n s f k y f k y 1 s yM q a q b , .  . . n n n
ks1
< <where a , b are convergent. Therefore we conclude that M F C for an n n 1
suitable constant C .1
Finally we can sum by parts:
n ’cos k M Mn my1s y b by1r2 by1r2k n mmq1
ny1 1 1
y M y . ky1 by1r2 by1r2k k y 1 .m
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< y by1r2.The first term tends to zero when m, n ª `. On the other hand k
 .y by1r2. < y bq1r2.y k y 1 F C k for another constant C , which means2 2
that the new sum is absolutely convergent and also tends to zero when
m, n ª `. Therefore convergence of the original series follows from the
Cauchy criterion.
To prove divergence in case b F 1r2 we examine the blocks with n
’ .  .even and n y 1r2 p - k - n q 1r2 p :
’ ’cos k cos k
G dk Hb bk k .  .’ny1r3 p- k - nq1r3 p .  .’ny1r2 p- k - nq1r2 p
cos y .nq1r3 ps 2 dy.H 2 by1y .ny1r3 p
If b s 1r2 the final integral is non-zero, hence the series is divergent.
Otherwise it can be estimated by an integration-by-parts:
Bcos y sin y sin yB B
dy s q 1 y 2b dy. .H H2 by1 2 by1 2 by y yA AA
The second integral tends to zero when A, B ª `. In absolute value, the
first term
sin B sin A
1y2 bs y G C n32 by1 2 by1B A
 .  .for the choice A s n y 1r3 p , B s n q 1r3 p . The final expression
tends to q` when n ª ` if b - 1r2, completing the proof of the lemma.
Proof of the Theorem. To prove convergence for b ) 1r2, we have to
consider the numerical series
`
ny7.r4yjr2 y1r2’k R cos 2 a k y u q O k , k ª `. . .  i i i /
ks1 1FiFK
According to Lemma 2, the first term is the general term of a convergent
 .  .series if and only if n y 7 r4 y jr2 - y1r2, equivalently j ) n y 5 r2.
Since j and n are integers, this immediately translates into the condition
w . xj G n y 3 r2 , as required.
`  .Conversely, suppose that the series  a h 0 is convergent and thatks1 k k
 . w . xj s j f - n y 3 r2 . Then the above asymptotic formula shows that the
k th term of the series doesn't tend to zero, thus is a divergent series.
If, in addition, the function f is radial, then the Fourier coefficients
 .vanish for q / 0, so that the spherical partial sum is simply f r sM
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M  . a h r . Invoking the asymptotic form of the Hermite function, weks0 k k
obtain an additional factor of
h r .k ya r2y1r4 y1r2’s K x k cos 2 kr q g q O k .  . .
h 0 .k
y ny1.r4 y1r2’s k K x cos 2 kr q g q O k .  . .
and the asymptotic evaluation
y3 qj.r2 y1r2’a h r s 2ra ! K x k cos 2 kr q g q O k .  .  . .k k
= y1r2’R cos 2 a k y u q O k . . . i i i /
1FiFK
Since j G y1 the exponent is at most y1 and we have convergence by
Lemma 2.
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